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 Images of Mathematics and its Teaching and Learning 
 
The goals and design of math-towers.ca are rooted in distinct conceptions of mathematics and understandings of how 
humans come to develop mathematical knowledge. It is important that teachers have an understanding of these 
positions prior to bringing their pupils to Math-Towers and having them participate in the activities provided there. 
 
The wide range of philosophical positions on mathematics can be, in a very rough manner, divided into two categories. 
On one side is the absolutist position (Ernest, 1998). According to this view, mathematics is a set of fixed unchanging 
rules, established by the forces behind the universe. Mathematicians discover, codify, and prove these rules and from 
them develop procedures that the rest of society may use for generating correct answers to problems. In this scheme, 
the goal of mathematics education is to ensure that students know and understand the rules and procedures necessary 
for their future lives. Thus instruction should carefully explain the rules and illustrate the mathematical processes 
through well developed examples. This transmission instructional style has a long history in schools and teachers have 
developed significant skill in its application. The Web, with its ability to deliver vast amounts of information through 
multi-media sensory channels, can be employed to enhance the delivery of rule-based mathematical knowledge.  
 
In contrast to the above, is a view that sees mathematics as a human construct, as a form of communication, a 
language (D'Ambrosio, 1991). Humans observe the world and wish to communicate about the things they see. For  this 
we develop language and, for those phenomena that involve quantity, shape, and size, societies have invented 
mathematical languages. This language varies in different cultures (i.e. different number bases) and evolves over time 
(i.e. the concepts of zero and negative numbers). As a human construct, mathematics is fallible and ideas are 
sometimes contradicted by new evidence and subsequently revised (i.e. the Greek belief before 400 BC that the 
lengths of all line segments could be described by whole numbers or their ratios). In this social constructivist (Ernest, 
1992, 1998) view of mathematics, "truth" is fluid. At any point in time the mathematical language that serves to 
adequately describe phenomena and appears to be free of contradictions is taken as "truth". New mathematical 
developments and debate between those studying the discipline may lead to change and new sets of "facts". 
 
A social constructivist philosophy of mathematics has consequences for teaching and learning (Bishop, 1985, 1988). 
The development of mathematics through human efforts to describe and analyse natural and social processes 
suggests that we might begin topics with a problem setting and explore mathematics through the building of models. 
Students might be more actively involved in lessons, constructing mathematics by making conjectures, justifying their 
hypotheses, and developing "proofs" as arguments for their positions. Developing Web-based mathematical 
experiences that reflect a constructivist epistemology is considerably more complex than building sites that deliver pre-
defined facts. 
 
Parallel to the constructivist view of knowledge are psychological theories that picture the development of personal 
understandings as proceeding from the external-social world to the internal-mental domain. "Functions are first formed 
in the collective as relations among children and then become mental functions for the individual" (Vygotsky, 1981, p. 
165). If adolescents are to progress from concrete to formal thinking (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958) and develop the ability 
to abstract, generalize, and articulate reasoned arguments for conjectures, they must be provided with opportunities to 
collaboratively practise these mental habits. It is possible to develop classroom based environments where this 
collective-social to individual-mental progression takes place (Bruce, 2007; Cobb, Boufi, McClain & Whitenack, 1997). 
Math-towers.ca attempts to use the Web to provide such mathematical environments. 
 

Mathematical Environments 
 
In a classroom a mathematical environment is an amalgam of a potentially 
stimulating problem, tools to support exploration, and social and physical 
structures that encourage collaboration. A mathematical environment 
begins with a context that poses a problem or from which questions 
naturally arise. A rich context motivates the pupils to ask, "Why" and 
"What if" questions so that the subsequent mathematical explorations 
belong to the class as a whole rather than to the teacher. The problem 
itself and the materials (blocks, counters, graph paper) and tools (rulers, 
compass, calculators, computers) available to the class need to suggest 
potentially valuable methods for exploring the questions that arise. 
Students should be grouped (usually best in 2-4) and seated in 
arrangements that encourage conversation and debate about the problem 
and experiments. This discussion allows students to test out tentative ideas and construct arguments in a collaborative 
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setting before presenting their conjectures to the whole class. Thus, while on the surface it may appear that the class is 
participating in a totally open-ended activity, in fact, the teacher has structured the environment to restrict the range of 
options and focus the students' efforts. 

 
Since the teacher and textbooks should not serve as authorities, verifying 
ideas that arise from the class, the context, materials and tools must 
provide means for students to test conjectures. In particular, there needs 
to be some way for the pupils to construct examples of the phenomena 
under discussion to provide evidence for their hypotheses or counter-
examples that can lead to revised conjectures. 
 
In these social constructivist environments, communication is markedly 
changed from that in a traditional mathematics classroom (Hufferd-
Ackles, Fuson & Gamoran-Sherin, 2004). The pattern is no longer that of 
a teacher posing questions, students answering, and then teacher in turn 
assessing the pupils' responses. Now the “math-talk” becomes a 
conversation involving the problem, materials, tools, all the students and 

the teacher. Both questions and the validity of answers come from the environment. All participants are responsible for 
posing problems, suggesting solutions, testing conjectures, and constructing and challenging arguments. 
 
Class activity moves back and forth between group work, where ideas are 
developed and tested, and whole class discussion, where tentative theorems or 
problem solutions are presented and defended. Progress generally follows that 
outlined by Lakatos (1976) in his analysis of the processes of mathematical 
discovery. Initial whole class discussions and short small group investigations 
serve to develop the problem context and refine the question for study. 
Subsequent experiments that produce multiple examples of the question situation 
reveal patterns from which pupils make conjectures; "I think that ... always 
happens". Groups then spend time constructing and testing further examples or 
attempting to develop arguments for their conjectures. Students' competitive drive 
appears to motivate the desire to locate counter-examples to the conjectures 
posed by their peers. In doing so they are involved in specialization (Mason, 
Burton & Stacey, 1985), the construction of particular cases that highlight the 
details of the problem situation that will need to be addressed in any future 
argument or proof. The location of counter-examples or failure to produce 
complete arguments for a conjecture result in new revised hypotheses. 
 

Through repeated cycles the class moves toward a generalization and 
supporting reasoned arguments. Most of the work involves inductive 
reasoning and deductive approaches only take over near the end, once 
the class has agreed upon its general "theorem". In fact, experiments with 
mathematical environments in a number of Grades 6 to 10 classes show 
that this final step is difficult to motivate without significant teacher 
intervention. Students readily engage in investigations and discussions 
that generate mathematical conjectures, but they are less ready to 

formalize their work and construct summary deductive arguments. They appear to agree with Mandelbrot's (1992) view 
that the house building of mathematical exploration is much more satisfying than the compulsive house-cleaning of 
rigorous mathematical proof. 
 
The central purpose behind the design and use of such activities is to provide a context in which pupils can engage in 
the collective construction of mathematical ideas. Recognizing that "any higher mental function was external because it 
was social at some point before becoming an internal, truly mental function" (Vygotsky, 1981, p. 162), mathematical 
environments can serve as a place for students to collaboratively experiment with social-external forms of the 
mathematical actions of patterning, conjecturing, hypothesizing, and proving and transform these into internal-mental 
abilities. In the Math-Towers project we are building and studying student activity in an online mathematical 
environment. 
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 The Magic Billiards Table: An Example of a Mathematical Environment - In the Classroom and On the Web 
 
Suppose we play a game on a billiards table and follow a restricted set of rules. 
Our table will have just four corner pockets and we will only use one ball. For 
each shot we will place the ball in the same corner of the table; the bottom-lower 
(BL) corner in the picture, and we will hit the ball so it takes a path at 45 to the 
sides of the table. What will happen to the ball? In this case, on a 9 by 5 table, it 
bounces, or banks, off the sides of the table 12 times and then falls into the top-
right (TR) corner pocket. But, our table is magic and can change its dimensions. 
What path does the ball follow then? 

 
If students are provided with graph paper on 
which they can draw sample tables or with a Web-based applet that will permit 
them to adjust the table dimensions they discover that different tables produce 
different outcomes. 
 
Such exploration naturally leads a class to pose questions such as: Will the ball 
always fall into a pocket? Can we predict where the ball will end up before taking 
a shot? How many times will the ball bounce off the sides of the table? How many 
squares will the ball cross? Each of these questions can be productively 

investigated, but it is usually best to begin with the last and simplest, "What is the distance travelled by the ball?" 
 
In a classroom-based mathematical environment, students, in small 
groups, would use graph paper to investigate multiple different tables, 
record information, look for patterns, and propose an answer to the 
question for later sharing with the full class. In math-towers.ca we 
provide facilities to support similar activities. Visiting students are met by 
the Lord of the Castle who describes the billiards game and gives them 
the challenge of predicting the ball’s path. Each registered student or 
pair is provided with a laboratory where they find tools to help them 
generate and organize data. They also have places where they can 

record their observations 
and the ideas they propose 
to share with others working within the tower (environment). Clicking on 
the "Share on scroll" button sends the group's thoughts and suggestions 
to the scroll outside their laboratory door where their ideas can be read by 
other participating groups who have also 
shared their conjectures. The scroll also 
permits participating groups to comment 
upon each other's ideas. Users, through 
repeated cycles of experimentation and 
reading of the emerging knowledge, come to 
an understanding of the situation and 
develop conclusions with which they are 
satisfied. 
 
Once a pair is confident 
with their understanding 

they may push open the second door in the hallway and enter the Trial 
Chamber where they can test their conclusions. Here they are presented 
with a sequence of tables for which they must predict the distance of 
travel. Two correct predictions will result in an invitation to climb the 
tower stairs to the next problem level. With two incorrect predictions the 
group will be advised to return to their laboratory and conduct some 
more research.  
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The cycle: experiment in a lab, share conjectures, and test conclusions; is repeated on each of the tower's floors as the 
students tackle more complex dimensions of the problem. Eventually participants complete their explorations and 
emerge onto the tower's ramparts and are invited to return to the Billiards Room to take the Lord’s challenge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Billiards is just one example of the environments that are embedded in math-towers.ca. We have designed the tower 
structure as a framework to hold any problem that can be divided into stages or levels. For each different problem 
context the laboratories and conclusion checking chambers contain tools appropriate for the problem situation. 
 

Studies to Date 
 

Field trials and formal research studies (Roulet, 2006; Roulet, 2011; Taylor, 2005) have shown that: 
 

- Web-based mathematical investigations set in a fantasy adventure context can engage students. 
- Users tend to carry over the competitive nature of commercial video games and thus there is a need to 

structure adventures in ways that emphasize collaboration to encourage student to student interaction and 
collective construction of solutions. 

- When problems are finite and can be solved by experimentation, students treat individual examples of a 
problem as separate and unique and are not naturally motivated to build generalizations. Thus there is a need 
to increase the complexity of cases to a level that encourages generalization. 

- When expressing generalizations students use words rather than naturally developing symbol notation. 
- Students take multiple examples to indicate the truth of mathematical generalizations rather than seek more 

formal proofs. The shift from inductive to deductive reasoning does not appear to be a natural step for pupils.   
 
 An Invitation 
 
With math-towers.ca we are venturing out into unexplored territory in terms of educational use of the Web. Surveys of 
mathematics, science, and technology education Websites indicate that many "are still predominantly text-based and 
do not yet exhibit evidence of current pedagogical approaches (e.g., use of inquiry-based activities, application of 
constructivist learning principles, and use of alternative evaluation methods)".... The present state "can be summarized 
as 'one step ahead for the technology, two steps back for the pedagogy'" (Mioduser, Nachmias, Lahav & Oren, 2000, 
p. 55). We would like to invite all teachers and students of Grades 6 to 10 to join us in this experiment. If you are 
interested in having your class explore the tower please go to www.math-towers.ca and click on Register as a Teacher 
or contact Geoff Roulet at geoff.roulet@queensu.ca. 
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